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Cover Picture
The  cover  picture  shows Thalia
of Hamble a   Victoria   800
taken by Steve Davis

Chairmen’s Foreward
by

John WalkerJon Spencer

It is always a great privilege to write
a foreword to any publication and it
is a particular pleasure to do so in
Waterlines in the almost certain
knowledge that these word will go
unread until such time later in the
year when a Frances, Victoria,
Morris, or Shadow owner will be at
their favourite mooring or
anchorage and reach to their maga-
zine stowage area and draw out this
hard copy.  An e-culture is all very
well, and provides us with instant
communication, but there is no sub-
stitute for the written word and pic-
ture enjoyed in hard copy.

In last year’s Waterlines, when you
reach the end of the Kipper’s Blog
from their Round Britain and Ireland
Race it is plain to see why the two
John’s would not readily repeat the
experience but their Victoria 34
cutter looked after them well.  As
joint chairmen we have added little
to these contents, which have again
been drawn together by Peter Allen,
but we all owe Peter a vote thanks in
providing us with this cameo of our
activities.

John Walker and I assumed our new
responsibilities at the November
Annual General Meeting, again held
at the London Corinthian Sailing
Club, where we enjoyed good

hospitality and an excellent lunch,
while at the same time dealing
with the formalities of the AGM
and listening to tales of Mowbray
Whiffin from the American East-
ern Seaboard.  With our member-
ship spread around the globe we
can be justly proud of the reach of
the Association from the Thames
to every other waterway, sea, or
ocean to which the river is seam-
lessly connected.

The year got off to a really good
start with Chuck Paine reminding
us of why we all enjoy the design
of his yachts, and thank you to all
that supported his reflections of
his life’s work.  We again look
back on last year’s socials and
rallies and forward to this year’s
activities with eager anticipation,
and in the hope that the weather
will be kind.  Anne Grubb will
continue to organise the East
Coast events and John Tyer has
organised the Sarisbury Green
social, but we do hope that another
member will volunteer to provide
us with suitable destinations on the
South Coast in the future.

On the Thames the cruising range
for Shadow motor boats is
obviously far more limited than
for those that enjoy the open seas
in their yachts.  However, approxi-
mately 90 miles of river cruising is
enjoyed by the Shadow owners,
from London to Oxford, and even
further to Lechlade, for those with
folding windscreens.

The Spring and late Summer
Rallies, at different venues, are
usually well supported by motor
boaters and often also by the mem-
bers of the yachting fraternity - by
water or car - who are always
welcome to join us.

As the new Chairman of Motor
Boats I welcome input from fellow
boaters as to future venues for
Rallies.  We would love to welcome
Shadow owners who have not
previously been able to join us for
one reason or another and we hope
to see more of them in 2012.

Without doubt a most formidable
task for 2012 is to find a volunteer
to take over the task of Secretary
from Peter Cosker without whom
the Association would have fallen
into disrepair many years ago.
Ideally if somebody would work
with Peter during the next year, to
enable Peter to step back in 2013,
but available as a source of help and
advice, we could ensure the continu-
ation of the Association for many
years to come.  The Association is
something to which we readily
belong that brings us together, often
by the efforts of Beverley Dewath
and the website.  With a reliable
committee structure we can
continue to enjoy those quiet
periods of reflection, at our
favourite mooring or anchorage,
where we can still reach for Water-
lines and read these word which
arrived on our door mats many
months earlier
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This years was held as usual at the
London Corinthian Sailing Club in
Hammersmith  on  Sunday   20th
November 2011, Attended by 21
members.

The Treasurer’s report showed that
the accounts remained healthy.

Anne Grubb confirmed that the East
Coast Events had been enjoyed de-
spite the poor weather.  John Walker
reported on  rallies at   Windsor and
London

Anne Grubb retired as Chairman
Yachting after 3 years. Jon Spencer
was elected Chairman Yachting  and
John Walker Chairman Cruisers.

John Tyer was thanked for
organising successful rallies and
Socials on the South Coast for sev-
eral years although he would not be
seeking re-election.

The meeting was delighted to learn
that Chuck Paine  had joined the
VSA and unanimously made him an
Honorary Member. Chuck will be
giving a talk at the Cruising
Association  HQ on 9th January
2012.

After the official business Mowbray
Whiffin gave an interesting talk of
his year in Maine. with Samphire.

Chairmen:-

Yachting Jon Spencer

Cruisers John Walker

Secretary Peter Cosker

Treasure                    John Cade

Journal Editor Peter Allen

Website Editor Bev Dewath

Regional Organisers:-

South Coast Vacant

East Coast Anne Grubb

The  Victoria  Cup  is  for  the  winner  of   the  Round  the  Island  Race   (on
Corrected  time).  This  year  the  Cup  was  not  awarded   as  no  Victoria or
Francis  yachts entered the race.

For the Victoria Cruising Cup, (Given to the Association by Tim Gearing of
Victoria Yachts Ltd.) there were two entries. Susan and David Macgregor
sent  in   a  log  of   their  cruise   in   ‘Victoria Rose’ a Victoria  30   in   the
Mediterranean  after over wintering in Hammarmet in Tunisia are  this years
worthy winner.
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Michael & Anne Passmore with Susan
& David  Macgregor holding the Cup
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When I brought Margo in Novem-
ber 2006 the two previous owners
had sailed her mainly short-handed
and I inherited what was a slight
modification to the standard works
headsail furling layout. I believe
the standard arrangement is for the
headsail furling control line to run
from the bow through eyes at-
tached to the various stanchions,
and then made off on a cleat fixed
to the outboard of the teak timber
cockpit coaming. The previous
owners had modified this with the
use of a block attached to the for-
ward end of the pulpit, with the
headsail control line running
through the block before going
back to the cockpit coaming cleat
and being made off.As most of my
sailing is singlehanded I have
made a further modification to the
inherited arrangement by changing
the block to a small ratchet jam-
ming block, and made it possible
to remove the cockpit coaming
cleat altogether.

Should you want to add this extra
pair hands option the following
items of hardware are required.

Chas Argent  fits  an extra pair of hands to Margo his Frances 26 Sloop

I can now control the headsail
furling control line standing up-
right in the cockpit, with forward
vision and the tiller in the being
controlled with the spare hand.

The ratchet jamming cleat is a
RWO item: part number ‘R5542’

A similar ball stanchion mount is
available from Harken Marine: part
number ‘061’ (listed under bases)

Steve & Pam Collett Victoria 800 Cutter Libby Soverign Harbour, Eastbourne
Keith& Hazel Harrison               Victoria 38 Sloop Hotwatch of Hamble Thorney Island Chichester
Michael & Michelle Finlay         Frances 26 Cutter Louise
Jeremy Fox                                 Victoria 26 Sloop Freya Greenwich Yacht Club
Jan van Miltenburg                     Victoria 34 Cutter Tessera Ysselmeer
Phil & Angela Thorne                 Francis 26 Cutter Beguine Chatham Marina
Richard & Meryle Saunders       Victoria 30 Sloop Wynn Itchenor Reach Chichester
Owen & Lynne Sekree               Victoria 34 Sloop Blue Belle Hasler Marina Gosport
Pete Lines & Sally Reynolds     Victoria 800 Cutter Disparate on transit to U.K.
John & Ynez Clarke                   Frances 26 Cutter Barbican Hartlepool Marina
Sean & Ita Hunt                          Frances 34 Cutter Red Magic Crosshaven, Cork Harbour
Chuck Paine                                Herreshoff 12.5 Petunia Tenants Harbor Maine
John & Clare Vickers                 Victoria 34 Cutter Sula of Conwy Conwy, North Wales
Sally & Peter Hudson                 Victoria 34 Sloop Just So Neyland, Pembrokeshire
Graham & Helen Mitchell          Frances 26 Cutter Blue Iley Granton Harbour Edinburgh

New Members in 2011

I have fixed a half round brass
strip  to the top edge of the cock-
pit coaming to prevent any rope
friction damage to the varnish
work.
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One of the nightmare scenarios as-
sociated with increased reliance on
engines must be that associated with
blasting extremely hot exhaust gases
down a rubber tube into a plastic
box.

A fully functional exhaust system
relies on the water previously used
to keep the engine at the correct
temperature being “injected” into
the metal exhaust pipe just prior to
the connection of the rubber pipe.

This if all is working as designed,
cools the gases to a safe tempera-
ture. BUT, should the incoming
water flow be reduced or stopped
due to inlet blockage or pump fail-
ure , then forewarning however
short could save the day.

To test the circuit a
“press to test” but-
ton is wired in par-
allel with the ther-
mal switch.
(The system was
also checked on
“Shikara” by
clamping the ther-
mal switch to the
metal exhaust pipe
upstream of the
water injection
point, the siren duly
sounded when the
engine was run).

All Components are available from:
- www.rapidonline.com

Product Description
Code

90 Degree norm open thermal
switch            26-7430

Non latching Push Switch
78-0110

Piezo Mini Siren
35-3538

Total cost inc p&p and vat  approx
£12

Arnold Robinson  protects the exhaust system on Shikara his Victoria
26 Cutter by fitting  an alarm

Various warning systems are availa-
ble commercially but this system
(as detailed in PBO) is cheap, easy
to install and hopefully robust.

A temperature sensi-
tive switch set to 90
centigrade is clamped
to the metal section
of the exhaust pipe
just down stream of
the water injection
point. Should the
flow rate of the water
prove insufficient the
switch will complete
a 12volt circuit to
energise an ear pierc-
ing warning siren.
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Nearing the end of a short cruise to
the Channel Islands and North Brit-
tany in my Morris 34 “Cadenza”,
crew Dick and I had arrived at
Lezardrieux on the first of the flood
the previous afternoon. Our arrival
had been timed with care, as it was
springs with a co-efficient of 111.
We had taken a berth just inside the
hammerhead on the upstream side of
the visitors pontoon, and were aston-
ished to note a little later that the
stream had a peak rate of an estimat-
ed 3 ½ knots. The stream through
the moorings at Treguier is well
known, but I had not experienced
similar conditions at Lezardrieux
before. This obviously might affect
our decision of when to depart.

Our plan was to sail the 48 miles to
Guernsey the following day for an
overnight stop en route for our home
port of Swanwick on the river
Hamble. The weather forecast was
for light southerlies, so it might be a
slow passage. In view of the strong
tidal streams, I did not wish to fight
a contrary current over the 6 miles of
the river before reaching the open
sea. The predicted time of high water
was 1040 hrs LT and the previous
low water 0440 hrs LT. Leaving at
around 1040 hrs on the first of the
ebb would result in a rather late
arrival in Guernsey. I was hoping
that the passage would be an oppor-
tunity to fly the chute and try the
John Goode method of setting it like
a conventional spinnaker. We had
seen him demonstrate his technique
at the London Boat Show and I had
made the necessary modifications to
sheets and deck fittings on Cadenza,
but to date had not put it to the test.
If we were to have an unpressured
sail under the chute we would need
to be at the river entrance by 0440
hrs.

John Cade recounts Le Trieux by night on board Cadenza

Another factor that concerned us
was the initial 500 yds of the
passage  from the pontoon to the
Perdrix green beacon. On our star-
board hand the Roc’h Donan juts
out into midstream, making a
straight line course between the
pontoon and the Perdrix a risky
proposition. And, not forgetting,
we would be leaving our upstream
berth some two hours before slack
water.

The Admiralty chart shows it as an
anchorage, and I  remembered that
our Dick Walters had used it in the
past. One possible snag was that at
high water the surrounding rock
plateau, which would provide pro-
tection at other times, would be cov-
ered tonight. We decided to consult
the Capitaine du Port on the matter.
He advised against it, and suggested
that we take one of the harbour
authority’s buoys just downstream
of the Perdrix beacon in the Anse de
Perdrix, an offer that we were
pleased  to accept.

The obvious solution was to make
our way sufficiently down river
this   evening   and   get   past   the
Perdrix. Due to the height of tide
at low water it might be difficult
to find a suitable place to anchor
clear of the fairway; there are
many warnings about the sand
barges that use the river at night.
One possibility that occurred to us
was   to   anchor   in   the  Rade de
Pommelin on the west side of the
river opposite La Croix.

One problem was immediately
apparent. It was a new moon
springs, and tonight the moon was
due to set at 2030 hrs LT. Given that
we could not expect much, if any,
light pollution in the river once we
were clear of Lezardrieux, the night
would be pitch black.

At slack water we moved down-
stream and picked up our buoy.
Before dinner and turning in early, I
needed to check from the almanac
that my 1993 chart showed the cur-
rent leading leading light character-
istics and transits that would take us
out of the river. These are particular-
ly important as there are no channel
lights in the river.
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At 0200 hrs we were up and soon
ready for what we expected to be a
straight forward  passage out of the
river. Upstream beyond the Perdrix
beacon the Lezardrieux marina was
bathed in floodlight (very useful for
vessels negotiating the narrows at
Roc’h Donan when going upstream)
and downstream the two distant
lights on the Isle de Brehat were
visible. Everywhere else – total
darkness. Our plan was to motor
towards midstream until we were in
the white sector of the Perdrix then
turn onto 200 mag until we had the
Coatmer lights in transit. We soon
picked up the rear light, which was
somewhat of a relief, as we had
noticed on the way in that the
surrounding trees appeared to be
close to obscuring it. After several
minutes we still had not picked up
the front light. Perhaps we were on
the eastern side of the white sector’s
arc of visibility, which would delay
the intersection of our course with
the Coatmer transit. This would
explain its non-appearance. No
sooner had we rationalised the
situation than our hand lantern
picked up a tourelle on a rock dead
ahead. As we were still in Perdrix’s
white sector, our course should have
intersected with the Coatmer transit
before this. The only explanation
was that the Coatmer front light was
not lit. Later, when safely out of the
river, we remembered that in the
previous evening at dusk we had
noticed a French yacht making its
way slowly up the river under power
in a series of zig-zags, alternately
showing its red and green nav lights.
It struck us as odd at the time: now
we knew the reason.

For reasons I did not understand,
and still do not, we appeared to be
surrounded by rocks.  No time to
dwell on this puzzle, better to rely
on the trusted GPS.

Now safely out of the tight section
of the river, we could indulge in
post mortem. Top of the list of
errors and omissions was my total
reliance on the leading lights. With
hindsight I should have used GPS
to track our progress up the Per-
drix white sector and been aware
of our SOG.

At that stage there was no need for
us  both to  have been in the cockpit.
A serious omission at the planning
stage was to miss the fact that our
mooring buoy was actually in the
green sector of the Coatmer front
light. Had I realised this we would
have seen that the light was defunct
and not attempted the passage in
total darkness. In fact, the absence
of the light would have been
apparent the previous evening.

Other “lessons learned” include the
shortcomings of the cheap multi-
million candle power lanterns widely
available nowadays. I suspect that
their batteries are quickly exhausted,
and there is no means of establishing
their state of charge in advance. We
were very fortunate that ours expired
the moment we reached relative
safety.

After passing too close for
comfort to some moored craft to
port the river widened and the
radar display became understanda-
ble. The danger seemed to have
passed and soon La Croix was
abeam and we picked–up the final
transit of La Croix and the Bodic
light.

Back  to   the   present. The  tourelle
was green, so hard to port took us
into safe water. I dived below to the
chart table to establish our position
by GPS, handing the lantern to Dick
at the helm. First I turned on the
radar set to start its 90 second warm
up. GPS co-ordinates showed that
the tourelle was the Vieille-de-
Bodic. This enabled me to give
Dick a course which would  hope-
fully take us up the centre of the
fairway. Radar was painting a very
confusing picture.
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Another lesson relates to radar.
Cadenza’s set is used mainly for
collision avoidance. I find that “head
-up” orientation is best for this
purpose, but in the light of day it
occurred to me that “north-up”
would have been a better bet for our
river trip, enabling easier correlation
between radar screen and chart.

By now you may have guessed that
Cadenza is chart plotter-less, and
long will she remain so, the skipper
much preferring to look at a paper
chart than another screen. A useful
method of rapidly plotting a GPS
position onto a chart may be of
interest to other members who have
not already discovered it for them-
selves.

Mowbray Whiffin  plans to bring
Samphire his Victoria 34 home to
the UK in 2012.

Mowbray is offering a couple of
VSA members  an Atlantic passage
from Camden, Maine to Falmouth
leaving on the 1st July 2012 arriving
20th July with fair winds and a good
push from the Gulf Stream.

Members interested should contact
Mowbray on 01732 834320

Extra hands for
Samphire

Invariably, when sailing a course,
either the lat or long will be
ticking away faster than  the other.
If it takes you, say, 15 seconds to
draw a co-ordinate, predict what
the slowest moving co-ordinate
will be in 30 seconds time and
draw a line in your approximate
position. Then predict what the
faster moving co-ordinate will be
in 15 seconds time and draw a
second line. Hey-presto, you are a
chart plotter! This technique is
very useful when using large scale
charts in narrow channels, almost
a daily occurrence when cruising
inshore around the Channel Is-
lands and North Brittany.

As a time saving adjunct, if your
paper charts pre-date the adoption of
the WGS84 datum, work out, in
advance, the amount of offset
required in terms of linear measure-
ment, eg up ¼”and right 3/8”, and
write it on the chart. Finally, a ques-
tion on navigation for those of you
who are more knowledgeable than I.
My Admiralty chart number 3673
“Ile de Brehat and Anse de Paimpol
– Entrance to Le Trieux”  (scale
1:20,000) shows the characteristics
of La Croix as “Dir Oc. 4s  15m
19M”. Reeds Nautical Almanac, in
the Lights, buoys and waypoints
section of Area 20 North Brittany,
has “Q 15m 18M; intens 215deg –
235deg”. Question: would you ex-
pect to see any light from La Croix
when approaching downstream?

Ted & Kitty Moss

Ted who was one of the original
member of the VSA and Chairman
for more than 12 years until 1993
has decided to resign at the end of
this membership year.  We wish
them both all the very best in the
future.
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In 1968 the first Ostar single-
handed race took place, Sir Francis
Chichester being the winner. This
was an amateur offshore yacht race,
but because the distance involved
was too time consuming for most
people. A shorter race would let
more people experience ocean
racing. The result was that Andrew
Bray, Spud Spedding and Colin
Drummond put their heads together
and the AZAB was born. The Royal
Cornwall Yacht Club agreed to host
the British end. The Azores archi-
pelago was chosen as an ideal stop
over and Ponta Delgarda on the
island of Sao Miguel was chosen as
the destination for the first leg.
There was no marina there in those
days and yachts anchored with the
fishing boats.

The first Azores and Back Race
took place in1975 with 52 starters,
the event was such a success it was
decided to hold The AZAB every
four years. In 1979 the next race
accepted two-handed entries. From
2007 only monohulls were allowed
to enter.

The race is open to Monohulls be-
tween 9 and 18.5 metre LOA. The
ISAF rules are used and the race is
classified as an ISAF Special
regulations Category 1. In order to
compete the vessel must do a quali-
fier, with the race crew, of 500
miles.

Dick and I had Tamar Swallow, a
Victoria 38 built at Warsash in
1998. She is a Chuck Paine design
for long distance cruising; and was
custom built to enable us comply
with the offshore rules in prepara-
tion for the AZAB 1999. As the
years have gone on we have added
equipment and updated her. Sadly
now it seems that Health and Safety
has crept in here now as with so
much of life, sometimes taking
away the sense of adventure.

and neither of them could do the
whole race. This ment two
qualifying trips had to be done.
Both these put both boat and crew
to the test as we experienced our
share of fresh and bumpy weather
Nigel Baxter did the first leg and
Frank Grinnal did the return leg.
Both these guys are experienced
sailors and have their own
cruising boats. All of us had to do
the full two day survival and first
aid courses.

The preparation for an offshore
race has to be thorough (there are
no boat yards in the Atlantic). The
normal maintenance was done
over the winter with major works
on the engine needing new bear-
ings in the gearbox and as the
rudder had to come off to allow
access, that was over hauled and
checked, plus the steering was
serviced with new bearings. There
was a thorough check on the rig
with new forestays and other
running rigging replacements. We
had to fit a AIS Transponder (new
rules) and a Simrad stand alone
was fitted, this uses a splitter on
the VHF aerial. Just before we
departed all the competing boats
were fitted with Trackers. This
meant that our position was sent
back to the race coordination base
and  family   and   friends     could
follow the boats as they raced.
Each Yacht also had to have some
form of satellite communication.
We have Sat-c so we can receive
navigation and weather data and
send and receive emails. We also
have a SSB radio and an old ICS
decoder with which we can get
synoptic weather charts. We have
an Aries vane and an Autohelm to
take most of the work out of
helming. The boat was back in the
water in April after a busy winter
ashore. It was then time to do the
final preparation, passage plan,
removing unnecessary gear, chart
check and victualing .

We had a prepared menu for six
days with meals in packs. We used
tins and some dried food in
pre-packed meal packs. All was
simple to prepare should Neptune
give us some grief. I also carried
enough bottled water should our
tanks get fouled. The snacks were
plentiful and though some were
healthy we had a “naughty” box for
chocolate bars which needed con-
stant refilling. Funnily enough
“good” box containing dried fruit
and healthy bars hardly ever needed
filling!! I have a strict rule that no
alcohol is drunk at sea. Though we
had something for after our arrival.

During May a friend and I had a
fantastic sail to Penndenis Marina in
Falmouth    and    then   left Tamar
Swallow ready for Nigel and I to do
the final preparations the week
before our start. This was a fun
week meeting a lot of friends and
getting to know the rest of the
crews. The AZAB is known for the
comradely spirit amongst its com-
petitors and 2011 was no different.
Our last evening was spent with our
old friends the Taylor family and a
happy evening was had by all.

Sue Thatcher and two friends (one only on each leg) entered the AZAB in
Tamar Swallow a Victoria 38, starting on 4th June at 1200 UTC 2011

Tamar Swallow in Falmouth

On this trip there were three of us.
The reason for this was that I had
two  friends  who  are  still  working
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In the first couple of days wind
was a rare commodity, the
cruising chute failing to draw and
we were totally becalmed twice.
The RCYC organizers referred to
it as boats joining the parking lot.
On the second occasion we let
Tamar Swallow decide what to do
herself, resulting in 1 knot in the
right direction! On board Sue and
I settled into 3 hour watches
overnight and had done enough
sailing together to work well as a
cheerful team.

After a couple of days we still had
some yachts in sight and there de-
veloped a wonderful sense of friend-
ship afloat. The AZAB organisers
had mandated the fitting of an AIS
(Automatic Identification System)
which was to prove invaluable for
safety reasons as well as showing
who was around and therefore
helped keeping in touch with fellow
competitors.

With more wind, although thermals
were required, we made decent pro-
gress and Dick, Sue’s husband and
our shore support, informed us we
were running 39th out of the fleet of
59, which thrilled us and proved that
a Victoria 38 is no slouch. The
AZAB website included a race
tracker which was enthralling many
back home.

On the 7th day the weather began to
resemble that which had marked our
qualifying run from Lagos, Portugal,
to Madeira. The wind was remorse-
lessly on the nose and persistently
strong with passing squalls. Double
thermals – June, heading South
(ish) !!!. Our gameplan was to try
not to stray too far from the rhumb
line, but our tacks pointed to Africa
or Brazil. From an earlier noon to
noon run of 159 miles, daily runs
dropped    to    around    70. Tamar
Swallow was slamming into and
dropping off waves like I have not
experienced before – so yes, life
became an uphill or downhill
struggle; 5 mins to get the salopettes
on (well I am the 6ft 5in one!) and
all sailing manoeuvres done as a
team whether  day or  night.  I
apparently got somewhat monosyl-
labic though I do not believe it
myself (Sue, yes, its true!), at 0300
one night after Sue declared having
made 3 miles towards the Azores in
the previous 3 hour watch. Nonethe-
less you have to get on with it and a
laugh is always around the corner –
like Sue opening the spaghetti pack-
et at the wrong end and covering the
galley floor, or trying to take a video
record of the trip - not advisable to
film the ritual waking of the skipper!

It was suddenly quite peaceful as we
left the pontoon for the start in
Carrick Roads, Falmouth. Ashore
had been marked by wonderful
camaraderie, visitors wishing us
well and the attentions of the
yachting and local media who
seemed fascinated by a yacht with a
5ft 0in skipper and 6ft 5in
co-skipper! In truth it was a little too
peaceful, sunny but little wind.
After ample and successful applica-
tion of Fairy liquid to a new squeak
from the recently serviced steering
gear Tamar Swallow made a slow
start to the    1200    mile   race    to
Punta Delgado, Sao Miguel, the
Azores, proudly flying a Help For
Heroes flag, the charity we were
supporting.

Day 2 First Leg

The Outward leg
By Nigel
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The faster boats, including many
Open 40s, were ahead of the un-
helpful weather, but it enveloped
the slower cruiser classes. Commu-
nications became important, often
aided by the AIS (although of
course not left on all the time). We
had two Contessa 32s to the north of
us and several other boats around –
Moodys, a Crealock etc. and there
was a good, comforting, helpful and
safety orientated VHF chat that fell
into a breakfast and evening routine.
As others suffered some damage,
moving bulkheads on a Contessa,
ripped sails and damaged rigging
elsewhere, Sue was christened the
“Mother Hen” as we offered to
stand by if necessary, offered fuel
and joined in the general compari-
son of forecasts. Tamar Swallow
still runs a wonderful SSB weather
fax which splutters out charts which
Sue religiously glues together,
pastes in the ships log and inter-
prets.

As we continued to have to tack
down the Atlantic, the AIS proved
its value again one night, as I could
call a tanker by its name (and liberal
use of “Sir”), that the AIS had as on
a collision course, it then helpfully
altered course. That was easy, but
we did have one frightening
experience at night with a lit vessel,
no AIS, no answer on VHF and by
its motion appeared to be a large
sailing vessel under power, which
required a 3 minute burst of engine
from Tamar Swallow to guarantee
safety.

As our tacking towards the Azores
progressed, the weather charts
began displaying a large area of flat
calm to the north and around the
Azores. The AZAB rules sensibly
stipulate that each crew must have a
minimum of 48 hour rest before
racing back – very important when
the race is restricted to single or
double handed only.

I was flying back to return to work
and Frank flying out to replace
me. I considered it selfish of me to
demand we plugged on sailing
when that probably would have
meant Frank could not get a start
with the rest of the fleet. So, 190
miles out from the finish, on went
the engine and out went the
retirement message.  Sue’s   fore-
cast was as  always  accurate  and
we  motored through a very gently
breathing sea with a glassy
surface. The night was magical – a
big moon rose and cast a wide
bright   moonbeam    and   a   loan
dolphin clearly on a mission
breached through the moonbeam
and overtook us heading south.
Later that same night our first indi-
cation of land as the Ponta Arnel
lighthouse   blinked    into    view
followed at last by a warm sunny
morning. Breakfast AIS check and
VHF call revealed other yachts,
coming in from the east, motoring,
including our Najad neighbour
from Pendennis Marina, whilst a
Dehler, crewed by two I had done
my   sea   survival   course    with,
struggled on valiantly under sail.

Ashore the camaraderie was
brilliant. Retiring was no slight on
one’s performance and everybody
wanted to hear your story. We learnt
of heads doors flying off, fire extin-
guishers flying across cabins, gear
failures, self steering failures
requiring 1000 miles of hand steer-
ing, and ripped sails. The Open 40
that took line honours finishing in
just over 6 days would have broken
the record for this leg had it not
been becalmed for 24 hours just a
few miles from the finish.

After a first night in cocktail party
and dinner with other crews, the
following hot day was taken up with
cleaning, maintenance and laundry
before a superb pontoon party that
was so well attended that the pon-

toons were at a
jovial angle. Sue
got formal mention
from the Contessa
crews for her
Mother hen – ship
and all too soon I
was up at 0600 to
catch my flight
back.

Round the headland and along the
south coast of Sao Miguel, we
picked up a good breeze, so we
sailed the final 15 miles briskly and
had the satisfaction of sailing
across the finish line – even getting
a beep – with a passage time of 12
days and 3 minutes, arriving about
40 hours before my flight home.

Would I do it
again – try and
stop me. This was
a great event with
a great atmosphere
well organized by
RCYC. Back in
the UK I avidly
watched progress
of the return leg
on the website
race tracker, wish-
ing all the time I
was still onboard.

On Tamar Swallow the slow pro-
gress into headwinds that was fore-
cast to become nil progress in flat
calm, put at risk the boat being on
the  start  line  for   the  race   back –
given the mandatory 48 hour rest for
Sue. Moored in Ponta Delgarda

Tamar  Swallow’s AZAB
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After a brief and busy stopover in
Ponta Delgarda we were ready for
the return trip. We left our berth in
what appeared a moderate breeze
only to be hit by a much fresher one
into the bay. After second reef and
getting going again, we crossed the
line. We decided to go east as there
were light winds forecast and I
know the eastern end of the island.
The wind dropped and all our
various sail planes did not stop us
drifting nowhere fast., but by late
afternoon we did gradually get wind
and were  of    Punta   Arnel   at
night. Tantina 11 was the only other
competitor who took the same route
and we were in contact with her for
some time. This was the only time
in the whole event that we were 1st

in class as the rest of the fleet were
sitting in no wind at the other end of
the island.

Glory was short lived as we
continues NE in light winds. We
had our first Azores pineapple on
our first supper out and it was so
good.

During the 3nd day out we gybed to
get north and just as I was about to
go forward Frank saw a whale
broach just off the bow, too close for
comfort. We decide to wait and see
what happened next and we were
given a rare show of a female fin
whale and her calf for about 20
minutes  while  she   checked us out,
she swam around the boat and
though close at times we were like a
pair of kids in awe. The wind was
still light and the Aries was
struggling so it was George the auto-
helm’s turn, a thirsty alterative.

After fickle winds the early hours of
day 3 brought fresher winds and
Ariadne was working taking turns
with George.

During my dawn watch on Day 4
had a nasty  shock as when I came
on  deck  after  writing  the  log   I
noticed that the Ariadne was not in
the right place. The unit had part
come of the nipples on the hull.
Frank had a rude awakening, we
hove too and it took a good hour
to get the lift up unit back on
board in a fairly rough sea. It’s at
these times I wonder why I am out
there!! We were now reliant on
George, which though very
efficient he is fuel hungry.

We continued north and
eventually managed to make some
easting, by day 7 we were 400
plus miles off the Lizard and the
weather had got decidedly British
and we were out of shorts again.
Just after supper I smelt diesel and
after a long check we found a
small crack in an injector return
pipe, we were able repair it and all
was well. Frank’s submariner
engineer skills came to the fore
again. On the evening of Day 9 we
had a visit from dolphins, these
stayed with us most of the night,
what magic. There is a saying that
sighting dolphins bring a change
in the weather and how right it
was on this day.

The wind came from the NE and
was fickle and as we were trying to
get home for that all important beer
it  was   not  helping  us,  but    more
importantly Frank had a job to get
back to.  With the wind on the nose
and a short chop and no change to
our   advantage  in   the   forecast   I
decided that we should retire. With
117 miles to the finish I notified
The Royal Cornwall of our inten-
tions. We then altered our course for
Plymouth and motor sailed home.

Return Leg
Sue again

Ponta Delgada Marina

It was at this point I noticed that
we had a problem with our 2nd
reef line.  It had somehow got
jammed in the boom and as we
needed this in fresher weather we
did a jury rig by using a hook on
the luff end od the sail and two
lines on the clew on with down
pull and one with aft pul.  This
arrangement  worked well but was
a two man job.  The Aries is better
in reaching.  The wind continued
to be SW or SSW but day 5
brought a fresh N/NNE and we
were moving well.

On picking up our mooring on the
Tamar Dick and son Guy came out
to meet us.  Guy was returning to
London so Frank collected his gear
and got a lift back and was only one
day late to work.

Tamar Swallow and her crew had a
great trip to and from the Azores
and though we had retired on both
legs  we   had  a   safe  fun  trip. One
bonus for the whole adventure was
that, thanks to people generosity we
raised well over £1,200. We ran a
competition on guessing our time on
passage on the first leg. We had two
adult prizes and one children’s
prize.

Plymouth Hoe Lighthouse
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Chuck Paine’s  talk on Cruising Sailboat Design
report by Jon Spencer

Chuck Paine

Recently we have been delighted
that Chuck Paine, the designer of
the Frances and Victoria classes of
yachts and many others, joined the
Association and subsequently
agreed to give us a talk on 35 years
of cruising sailboat design.  All the
preliminary arrangements were
handled by Peter Cosker, and
through the membership of Anne
Grubb at the Cruising Association,
we were able to secure a suitable
venue at the their Headquarters in
Limehouse Basin, in London.  Due
to Chuck’s design of the Bowman
Class, the location, and the London
Boat Show we were able to extend
an open invitation to all interested
yachtsmen with no admission
charge being necessary.

On the evening of 9th January we
had 60 Victoria Shadow members,
amongst an audience of 88 in
attendance to listen to, and watch,
Chuck’s illustrated retrospective of
his    favourite designs from both
sides of the Atlantic.  Chuck built
his first dinghy “Scratch” at the age
of 15, but it was not until 1973 that
his self built Frances 26 floated the
right way up, that the opportunity
for  serious development became
possible.  By 1975 four British boat
builders were competing for the
licence to build the Frances in the
UK.  Chuck and Tom Morris, who
had built the Frances in America,
chose Peter Gregory and the Desty
brothers, and the Victoria Class was
launched.  The Victoria 26 was
quickly followed by the 30 and by
the end of the decade they
were firmly  established.  By 1985
Victoria Yachts were building the
34 at Stone Pier Yard at Warsash on
the River Hamble, and eventually
the 38.  The build of the first
Victoria 34 was not all plain sailing
and you will have to read his excel-
lent illustrated book, “My Yacht
Designs and The Lessons They
Taught Me” to understand some of
the significant problems that Chuck
and his team had to overcome.

This large illustrated book is
available on loan from the
Victoria Shadow    library at
the cost of each individual
passing the book onto the
next loan applicant, and I
would recommend it as a
must read.

Chuck’s talk was enthralling
and concluded with our
recognition of all his
achievements by   making
him an Honorary Member of
the Association, which had
been agreed at the previous
Annual General Meeting.
Following the talk 16
members retired to the Tai
Pan restaurant for their
traditional London Boat
Show supper.
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Some of the ports visited by Victoria Yachts during 2011

Despite often inclement sailing
weather places visited by Victoria
Shadow Members  in their yachts
ranged from the south of England,
Northern France and the Channel
Islands to the east and west coast of
Scotland.

For three members based in the
south of England, Northern France
and the Channel Islands were  clear-
ly popular.

Alan Dobnaldson in ‘Nomad’ a
Victoria 38 based in St Peters Port
Guernsey visited Lezardrieux,
Paimpol, St Quay-Portrieux, Binic,
St Cast and Treguier.

John Cade in ‘Cadenza’ a Morris 34
Sloop based in Swanwick  visited
Alderney,  Fermain Bay (Guernsey),
St Quay-Portrieux, Lezardrieux, and
St Peters Port.

Jon and Lynda Spencer in
‘Albertine’ a Frances 34 Cutter also
visited St Vaast.

Dunbar Harbour

St Quay-Portrieux

Cagliari Harbour

Bizerti Marina

Bonifacio

Susan and David Macgregor in
‘Victoria Rose’, winner of this years
Victoria Cruising Cup, visited a
large     number of  ports in Tunisia,
Sardinia and Corsica.  Places visited
including Kelibia, Bizerte, (Tunisia)
Cagliari, Bosa, Alghero and
Bonifacio.

Tobermory Peterhead

Victoria RoseThe honour of visiting, by far, the
largest number of ports  must go to
Lesley Whitefield and Paul Brittain
in Evergreen a Victoria 26 Sloop
based in Rue on the Clyde. During
2011 they completed a circular tour
of most of  Scotland from the west
coast, involving the Crinan Canal,
the Caledonian Canal and back  to
the west coast via the Forth—Clyde
Canal.  Places   visited included
Ardriishaig, Crinan, Oban,
Tobermorry, Fort William,
Inverness, Findhorn, Lossiemouth,
Findochty,    Portsoy,   Whitehills,

Peterhead, Stonehaven, Arbroath,
Tayport, Perth,  Dunbar,  Granton,
PortEdgar, Glasgow and finally
after a short diversion via Lock
Goil back to Rhu.  Well done.
What a trip!!
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My first sail in 2011 was not until
June, accompanying my friend on
his first circumnavigation of the Isle
of Sheppey. We sailed out of Faver-
sham creek and I was reminded
what a wonderful cruising area it is,
numerous classic boats, muddy
creeks and salt marshes. I recalled
how much I had enjoyed cruising
these tidal waters for so many years.
We spent two blustery, wet and sun-
less days aboard huddling in thermal
sleeping bags overnight. I also re-
membered why Victoria Rose is now
in the Mediterranean!

“ Winning Cruising log Competition—Victoria II Cup

The   subsequent   “troubles”    in
Tunisia caused us a few concerns
but emails from live-aboards
reassured us that Hammamet was
largely unaffected.

Cruising in 2011 was delayed by
an extended visit to our daughter
now working in Singapore. We
travelled extensively in Malaysia
with our boating trips restricted to
a coastal passage in a very elderly
ex-Russian ferry and a fast trip
downstream in a dugout canoe
through the rainforest.

Our 2010 travel log had concluded
with Victoria Rose safely berthed for
the winter in Tunisia. We returned in
October to carry out routine mainte-
nance but also took the opportunity
to travel inland driving south to the
Sahara with the obligatory camel
ride and overnight stay in Bedouin
tents. We returned via Tataouine to
see the troglodyte caves – featured
in Star Wars and some now
converted into unusual guest accom-
modation – and finally the Roman
Colosseum at El Jem, reportedly
almost as big as the one in Rome,
and in better condition.

We arrived back in Tunisia at the
end of June. The effects of the
revolution were soon obvious. The
pictures of the President,
previously displayed everywhere,
had disappeared – as had the
tourists. The police presence was
much reduced and replaced by the
military. Armoured vehicles,
barbed wire and surveillance
helicopters were much in
evidence.  Despite this life seemed
to have returned to normal. Shops,
albeit with limited supplies, were
open as usual. Other than the odd
firebombed building there
appeared little structural damage.

Victoria Rose had weathered the
winter well with just a light
covering of red sand from rain
clouds carried north from the
Sahara. The facilities and prices of
the boatyard at Yasmine Hammam-
et match those of any in Europe.
For those wishing to work on their
own boat the nearest option was the
fishing harbour south of Monastir.
After much bureaucracy and
numerous forms we were
eventually lifted in a humongous
boat hoist designed for much larger
and beamier fishing craft and
Victoria Rose was shored up by
yard staff using old oil drums and
other assorted jetsam. By July day-
time temperatures had risen to circa
forty degrees and our working
hours were restricted to very early
mornings and late evenings –
neither we nor the antifouling
functioning well during the interim
hours.

Roman ruins—Sbeitia
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The yard carried out a repair to a
split in the leading edge of the
rudder and within three days we
were ready to re-launch and go sail-
ing. The yard was dusty and dirty
with very limited facilities but we
were impressed by the care,
attention and skill of the staff.

An excellent sail – good winds,
clear water and sunshine – back to
Yasmine left us eager to travel
onwards. We had already decided
that given the limited time now
available we would head north to
Sardinia and Corsica and probably
overwinter there. Our immediate
plans were then thwarted by strong
prevailing northerly winds! Taking
advantage of brief respites in the
wind we coast hopped to Kelibia
and then Bizerte where we awaited a
more favourable forecast. It had
been sobering listening to the radio
communications from the NATO
forces operating off the coast of
Libya ordering local vessels to
heave to or be fired upon. The
navtex carried regular SAR reports
of floundering vessels and MOBs as
Libyans attempted to flee their
troubled country.

Bizerte is in the best position for
departures to Sardinia; however
the marina has been closed for
some time. A new marine and
hotel complex has been started but
all work appears to have come to a
standstill The only alternative is
the busy fishing harbour. Though
the fishermen are amazingly
tolerant of yachties you need to be
constantly moving to accommo-
date their arrivals and departures.
There are no facilities in the port
and the combination of hot
weather and jettisoned rubbish
contributed to an unpleasant
aroma.

Away from the tourist areas there is
still the feeling of real adventure.
There are amazing archaeological
sites dating back to the days when
this was a wealthy and powerful
land. Most of the northern coastline
is stunning and the sun shines. We
met kind, generous and hospitable
people. Other aspects become more
irksome with time. Lack of basic
hygiene, the constant bureaucracy,
limited food supplies, frequent
hassling and cafes and restaurants
devoid of females began to irritate.
Tourists will see little of this in their
all inclusive resorts. Overall we
have fond memories and wish the
county well in what is clearly going
to be a difficult transitional period.
Graham Hutt offers excellent advice
to visiting yachtsman in his North
African pilot – be prepared to leave
your prejudices and preconceptions
behind.

Sue fondly remembers July the 26th

as the day we departed North Africa
and headed back to Europe. We
have mixed and often conflicting
recollections of Tunisia and North
Africa in general.

Our crossing to Cagliari was
uneventful – a combination of sail-
ing and motor sailing in a variable
north westerly wind. During the day
we saw dolphins and at night, a
canopy of stars. We berthed at
Marina del Sole – Caladh had over-
wintered here in 2009/10. No
customs, immigration or police just
the friendly marina owner to take
our lines. The marina is a twenty
minute walk from the town but far
more affordable than those in the
centre. It has a good hardstanding
area and we arranged to return to
overwinter there.

Ashore at Monastir

Leaving Tunisia

The port is some way from the town
– a  long  and  dusty  walk  for   any
provisions I ncluding water. It is  far
from  an  ideal   place  to  be    wind
bound for several days.

A return of the strong north
westerlies kept us in harbour for a
couple of days. We re-victualled the
boat, explored the town and sipped
wine in the pleasant street cafes.
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Our son Joe was joining us at the
end of August; flying to Olbia in the

Isle san Pietro, Carloforte.  A classy
(and expensive) marina in a lovely
bustling town. A pleasing mix of
locals and tourists.

The west coast anchorages did not
disappoint. They are sufficiently
numerous to offer shelter from most
wind directions and despite being
the peak holiday period were seldom
crowded. Even if busy during the
day most boats head for marinas by
late afternoon.

Some notable places on the West
Coast – several of which Joe and I
had visited in 2010 on our rather
more rushed trip south.

Capo di Pula. We anchored off the
ruins of the Phoenician port of
Nora. A remarkable site with the
ruins extending out under water.
There is good shelter either side of
the promontory as useful now as it
would have been to the early trading
vessels. Anchored nearby was the
yacht Express Crusader, sailed
around the world by Naomi  James
in the 70’s.

Tharros.  Another anchorage off
spectacular Roman ruins.

Bosa. A secure anchorage in a rather
touristy bay with lots of water sports
around. The old town, a couple of
miles inland is largely unspoilt by
tourism and comes to life late in the
evening with busy bars and
restaurants. It was a very pleasant
place to be storm bound for a couple
of days.

Alghero. A large harbour with
numerous marinas. Impressive
architecture but a town now given
over totally to the tourist industry.
Heaven for ice cream lovers. Our
recollection is that it looked at its
best arriving and leaving.

Bosa

Porto Conte

Porto Conte. Another return visit
so Susan could see Neptune’s
Grotto. The surrounding limestone
cliffs are equally impressive, the
scale of which leaves you feeling
totally dwarfed as you anchor in
their lee.

All these and others not specifical-
ly mentioned offered clear water,
attractive and sometimes stunning
surroundings if not total solitude.

The Fornelli passage between
Sardinia and the Isola Asinara pro-
vides a short cut to the north coast –
shallow but well buoyed. The north/
north east coasts of Sardinia are far
busier and the boats bigger and
faster. This really is the playground
of the rich and famous. It is also
home to a vast fleet of powerful
RIBS all of which operate only at
full throttle. Nonetheless it is not
without charm.
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There are still good anchorages and
some less spoilt towns and villages.

The winds are less predictable as
they funnel through the Bonifacio
Straits. Strong currents and confused
seas make it a challenging sailing
area – not to mention the wash from
numerous super yachts passing peri-
lously close by.

Notable places on the North coast
include:-

Castelsardo.  A pleasant marina
with the added bonus of a super-
market on the quayside. A delight-
ful town built on a steep rocky
hillside and decorated in the
traditional pastel colours of the
Mediterranean. The oldest part is
high on the hill as are the castle and
cathedral and enjoy wonderful
views of the surrounding seascape.
The town has had a turbulent histo-
ry defending the island from attack
by the Genoese. Today tourism and
local life mingle more comfortably.

Isola Rossa – a name shared by the
coastal town and the red rock island
a mile or so offshore. We anchored
outside the busy yacht harbour. The
town was a pleasant seaside resort
of holiday apartments, bars and
restaurants. Interestingly the whole
town effectively closes for the
winter with less than a hundred
residents remaining.

The Costa Smeralda - Probably one
of the more successful develop-
ments in the Mediterranean. Con-
struction projects were carefully
controlled to have minimal impact
upon the natural landscape but a
few high rise buildings are starting
to appear. It covers 55kms of coast-
line includes the mega yacht har-
bour of Porto Cervo where an over-
night berth  averages an amazing
€2,500  We anchored in the nearby
bay of Liscia di Vacca along with a
few rather larger boats! We spent an
interesting afternoon watching the
uniformed crews ferrying owners
and guests backwards and forwards
to the shore.

It was now nearly time to meet Joe
and with gale force winds forecast
for the Bonifacio Straits we
headed south to Olbia in strong
headwinds and heavy swell cover-
ing just 28 miles in nine hours. We
found a berth in a small private
yacht club close to the town just as
the forecast gale arrived. We were
not particularly looking forward to
a stay in Olbia as Rod Heikell’s
usually accurate pilot described it
as “a chaotic and grubby town”.
That may be true of the area near
the large commercial port but we
found the old town delightful and
full of Italian vibrance.

Castelsardo

Lady Lara

Joe arrived a couple of days later
fresh from crewing on a Bristol pilot
cutter on the west coast of Scotland.
He had insisted on bringing his
heavy weather gear which then re-
mained in his bag throughout his
stay with us.

After an evening in a local bar ex-
changing sailing tales we left next
morning to return north towards
Corsica.
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With Joe taking over the passage
planning the next three weeks were
a little more energetic. Favourable
winds took us north and after an
overnight anchorage we continued
across the Bonifacio Straits to
Corsica. Our first stop was
Bonifacio, an amazing natural
harbour with a narrow entrance and
enclosed by steep cliffs.

We would have liked to have
explored more of Corsica and had
enjoyed the little we had seen.
Although the scenery is similar to
Sardinia the culture and cuisine is
definitely French. With more
unsettled weather forecast and lim-
ited time before Joe’s return flight,
booked from Cagliari, we headed
south.

North westerly winds continued to
increase and blew without respite
for the next two days. Too windy to
contemplate a trip ashore we took
the opportunity to catch up on
routine maintenance while
maximum chain, warp and anchor
chum held us firm. As the wind
moderated we were able to clear the
Bonifacio Straits and continued
south along the east coast of
Sardinia. Passing Porto Cervo we
were treated to a superb view of the
Sardinia Cup racing fleet – close on
fifty Maxi Yachts in one place!Entrance to Bonifacio

The town moorings looked crowded
and expensive and we preferred the
small inlet in the approaches with
lines laid to the cliff. Bonifacio had
been home to the Foreign Legion
and their harsh, now deserted,
barracks dominate the skyline. The
harbour is surrounded by restaurants
and the old town sits high on the
cliff top.

With another storm forecast we
continued to the more sheltered
bay of Compomoro. By late
evening the bay was very crowded
and as the wind increased several
boats around us were dragging
their anchors. We spent a sleepless
night on watch but were treated to
a spectacular electrical storm and
torrential rain – the first we had
seen for a long time.

Heading west we anchored in a
large open bay at Cala d’ Orzu. The
swell made for an uncomfortable
night. The swell decreased a little
the following morning and we
rowed ashore riding the breaking
waves to celebrate Joe’s birthday
with an excellent lunch at the wel-
coming beach bar.

Storm Clouds

The passage back to Sardinia was
probably the best of the summer.
The north west wind increased
through the day to 30 knots –
fantastic down wind sailing and we
anchored in Porto Pozzo, an inlet on
the north coast, which Sue and I had
visited earlier in the year.
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The east coast is even more rugged
than the west and we found few safe
anchorages between the handful of
marinas. La Caletta was a pleasant
surprise, all the usual facilities and a
nice enough town for €11 a night.
The highlights were a walk to the
medieval town of Posada and a
night time car rally starting and fin-
ishing on the quayside.

Cala Gonone was a less satisfactory
mooring, expensive, no facilities
and a muddle of tangled shore/lazy
lines. However it did provide an
opportunity to visit the nearby
Nuragahes. These strange conical
structures resembling gigantic
beehives are found throughout
Sardinia and date back to around
1500BC and were one of the most
advanced forms of architecture of
the period.

A few days later we arrived back in
Cagliari, our Mediterranean
cruising completed for 2011. After
Joe’s departure we waited to be
craned out - the date for which
always seemed to be tomorrow. We
finally left Victoria Rose in early
October securely shored up in
anticipation of the strong winter
winds.

My sailing in 2011 ended in late
October where it had begun. Well
wrapped up in borrowed water-
proofs I crewed at a club race in the
Swale. Actually it was not quite as

cold as back in June
and great fun partic-
ularly as Alan, my
sailing companion of
many years, once
again secured first
place in the series.
We celebrated with
hot chocolate in the
clubhouse and dis-
cussed our respec-
tive plans for next
season. Much as I
have enjoyed my
brief excursions on
the East coast Sue

and I will definitely be returning to
the Mediterranean in 2012.

Maxi Yachts of Porto Cervo

The   marina   at   Santa    Maria
Navarrese is worthy of mention as
the best we had visited. Friendly
staff, superb facilities and very well
organised. It sits on the edge of a
National park – a hill walker’s
paradise. Several English boats are
permanently berthed here and
although there is no easy access to
an international airport it would be
worth considering for
overwintering.

Nuraghe ruins

Talitha

There are many conflicting views
as to their original purpose but
were clearly part of a developed
and structured civilisation.
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Arnold Robinson modifies a Boarding Ladder for his 26ft Double Ender

Like most owners of  a V26 or F26
I have tried various  types of lad-
der without  success, particularly if
trying to board adjacent to the
cockpit.

With the hull shape falling away in
all directions  it is almost impossi-
ble to gain useful foot and hand
holds  when trying  to gain access
from the water

The difficult situation is com-
pounded if boarding is required
from both sides of the boat.

The photos show Arnold’s best
effort at solving the problem based
on a  two section folding ladder
(giving an extended length of 4ft )
as seen in many chandlers.

The rubber end caps were removed
from the hinged stand off legs and
fitted to a sturdy length of dowel.

The dowel was drilled  (at a suitable
angle) to accommodate two pieces
of suitable tube of slightly different
length that would slide into the open
ends of the  stand off legs.

It is the difference in length  that
accommodates  the compound cur-
vature of the hull,

The remaining problem of both Port
and Starboard suitability is solved
by retaining the stand-off  attach-
ment,  (that  is potentially dual posi-
tion  capable), with shock cord.

The ladder is mounted on the bul-
wark capping using the supplied
hardware

Summary of the
modifications

Shikara’s Boarding
Ladder
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Waterlines Winter 2010/11 Rallies May/August

The first Shadow Rally of the year was held at Windsor on the 4th/5th June.
5 crew members attending the excellent dinner at the Bell and Dragon.

The East Coast Rally  was scheduled to be held on
an exposed pontoon in the River Crouch at North
Fambridge.  Due to F 9 gales only 2 yachts
reached the Crouch and as a result the pre dinner
drinks were spread between both yachts in
Burnham Yacht Harbour before driving to
Fambridge for dinner at the Ferry Boat Inn.

The Hythe Rally held on the 21st May.

The Cowes Rally
organised by John
Tyer enjoyed good
weather and was
attended by 6 boats
including a
Victoria 38.  After
drinks on John
Cade’s Cadenza 20
members had dinner
at the Island Sailing
club which as usual
was excellent.
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Waterlines Winter  2011/12 Rallies August/September & AGM

The Rally to Limehouse organised by the Shadow’s was
held at Limehouse  on 17th August, and attended by 4
Shadow’s and Peter Cosker in Jenter. On the 18th eve-
ryone moved to St Katherine’s Haven where they dinned
at the Dickens Inn.  Not finished, on the 20th, Anne
Grubb was able to join the remaining boats for lunch on
board Heavenly Daze.

Due to adverse weather, Margo was the only Victoria
Yacht to attend the East Coast Rally in Ipswich. After
drinks onboard an overloaded Margo, a meal was had
at the nearby Quayside Restaurant.

The AGM held on the 29th November, was attended by
20 members.   The meeting appointed Jon Spencer
Chairman Yachts who took over from Anne Grubb who
had served for 3 years.  John Walker was also appointed
Chairman Motor Cruisers. Chuck Paine was made an
Honorary Member in recognition of his service to the
VSA and to owners of yachts to his designs.
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Waterlines winter 2011/12 2012 Events

Calendar of Events 2012

South Coast Social

Annual Luncheon and
AGM

Sunday, 18th  November 2012
The London Corinthian Sailing Club

Details;- Peter Cosker

South Coast Rallies

East Coast Social

Sunday 4th March 2012
Sarisbury Community Centre

Details:- John Tyer

Shadows on the Thames

Saturday 10th March 2012
Nottage Institute Wivenhoe

Details:- Anne Grubb

26th/27th May 2012
Warsash Sailing Club

Details:- John Spencer

Thames Rally
Saturday 26th May 2012
Maidenhead

Details:- John Walker

1st/2nd September 2012
Island Harbour Marina

Details:- John Spence

East Coast Rallies

Saturday 9th June 2012
ChathamMaritime Marina

Details:- Anne Grubb

Saturday 8th September 2012
West Mersea

Details:- Anne Grubb
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